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At the end of 2018, Patrick Dodd stepped down as BPUSAStl
Chapter Chair. Mike Francisco assumed the role as Interim
Chapter Chair until a new leader was voted in by the St.
Louis Board of Directors on February 9, 2019.
The Board is pleased to introduce Chuck Digney, Shamus’
dad, as the new BPUSAStL Chapter Chair, beginning April 1,
2019. Chuck has been a board member for approximately
two years, chaired the 2018 BPUSAStL workshop, attended
the 2017 National Gathering in D.C, and collaborates with
the St. Peters Spencer Library. Chuck has many great ideas
about promoting BPA awareness that will help offer hope
and healing to others in our communities.

Shamus M. Digney
11/11/98 - 08/30/14

The Board wants to thank Mr. Dodd for his service and Mr.
Francisco for stepping up as interim Chapter Chair.
Please give a warm welcome to Mr. Digney.
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Behind the trash truck
January 14, 2019, Sarah Lyman Kravits

A couple of mornings ago, I opened the front door to send my youngest child off to school and saw
a line of cars backed up on my street, not moving. Looking to my left I noticed that they were behind
the trash truck, and remembered that it was a regular trash pickup morning, one of two such
mornings per week in our town. The trash truck stood still as the sanitation workers emptied a set of
trashcans, then lumbered ahead two houses’ distance, then stopped again. With no shoulder
available on our two-lane road, the truck took up the entire lane. The drivers in the cars behind it
had no choice but to start and stop along with it, waiting for the opportunity to roll ahead a house or
two only to wait again, wondering how far down the road they would have to go before the trash
truck would turn down a side street out of their way, or perhaps
deciding to take the first available turn themselves, any turn,
whether it was on their route or not, just to get out of the
ever-longer line of cars stopping, crawling, and stopping again.
My brother died over four and a half years ago. Nothing about
my life since then has had anything to do with a predictable path,
established progression, or logical journey. Feeling sad at one
point doesn’t necessarily lead to feeling better later, and feeling
good isn’t necessarily a protection against suddenly feeling bad. Coping fairly well with a tough
holiday or date one year is no guarantee that it won’t hit me like a ton of bricks the following year. A
topic of conversation that feels therapeutic in one situation may prove heavily triggering in another.
It seems the best I can do at any given moment is to notice what I’m feeling and thinking, sit with it
for as long as it sits with me, and accept it for what it is.
Living with grief is driving behind the trash truck on a two-lane, shoulder less road. We are halted
again and again by something beyond our control. It’s hulking, dirty, and unwieldy. We stop, and
start, and stop again. We get frustrated, anxious, edgy. We avert our eyes from the mess, and close
our windows to shut out the smell. We hope it turns down a road away from the path we intend to
travel. We sometimes change our path to get away from it, adding time and distance to our journey
to avoid it. But then the next day, week, month, or year, randomly yet regularly, there we are again,
behind the trash truck. Stopped, once again. Agitated, once again. Once again looking to escape
the slow line of cars, the acrid smell, the lack of control.
But we can’t escape, not entirely, not forever, because the trash truck is necessary. The trash must
be handled, and regularly, in all its odor and mess. This handling requires our waiting, and stopping,
and smelling. It requires our letting go of control, or of the idea that we have control, because we
never really had much control anyway. If we don’t deal with the trash – the mess of anger and
sadness and confusion – it will pile up and up until we cannot drive anywhere anytime, cannot live in
our homes, cannot function at all.
Behind the trash truck, we witness the trash being smashed and dealt with, breathe its odors, inch
along behind it or detour around it as we must, and leave it only to find ourselves behind it another
day when we start the process over again. With each occurrence comes an opportunity to accept a
little more of what it means to live our lives as they are, with the trash, the emotions, the unanticipated slowdowns and frustrations, the lack of control. Lives with possibilities we might be able to see if
we process the trash again and again as it accumulates. Lives with potentials we might be able to
reach down the road if we crawl along behind the trash truck when we must. Our messy, possible,
unpredictable, precious lives, as they are.
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IN MEMORY OF
William Leonard Woods Batterson
11/15/1996-09/14/2015

It’s happening
a bit at a time.
Life re-emerges
as the spring sun shines.
It’s not constant,
that indecisive sun.
Still plenty of clouds and rain
before the days are done.
But if we’re patient
and nourish some hope,
like the elusive spring
we can learn to cope.

IN MEMORY OF
ROSIE UMHOEFER

Love,
Dad & Mom

4/24/1983 - 7/03/2003

Written by Rosann Umhoefer, BPUSAStL
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MISCARRIAGE, the Unrecognized Tragedy
Though it’s been almost three years since I experienced a miscarriage, it still
evokes painful memories. My husband and I had two healthy daughters at the time,
and were eagerly anticipating the arrival of our third child. The little one was to
complete our family.
But at 18 weeks gestation, things went awry; and we lost our wee son. I
remember experiencing an overwhelming feeling of emptiness as I left the hospital without our baby.
Denial, then shock, sadness, and anger caused anguish over the “Why?” and the “What ifs?” It wasn’t long
before I found out how miscarriages may be trivialized as an insignificant occurrence.
My physician, who had not been present when I delivered the baby, confronted me a few hours later. “It
was a boy.” I sobbed. “Oh”, she remarked in an offhand way, “I didn’t see it.” I vividly remember my anger
toward her nonchalant manner, and the way she referred to him as an “it”. Don’t you know that was our
baby, our little son, I thought. Please don’t minimize our loss.
“You have other children at home, don’t you?” she continued. Yes, I was screaming inside, but don’t you
realize that each child is unique and special in his or her own right? Having two at home doesn’t in any way
lessen the sorrow I feel for this baby. “Go home and enjoy your summer,” she added later. “You can start
trying again in another three months.” Enjoy my summer? This miscarriage had literally knocked me off my
feet. There I was, an adult mother of two, reduced to tears whenever I saw a pregnant woman or new
baby. (They seemed to be everywhere I went!). There was no denying the intense emotions I felt. My
husband and daughter as well, were trying to heal from the loss in their individual ways. As much as I tried
to make it that way, it was not an enjoyable summer. Life didn’t automatically revert back to normal.
Yet, my heartache was misunderstood not only by my physician, but by others as well. I was given the
impression that it was inappropriate and even abnormal to be mourning. There was a conflict between the
way I actually felt and the way society expected me to feel. I began to think I must be losing it.
Fortunately, I had a deep need to find out all I could about miscarriage. I read avidly, attended support
group meetings, and talked to other women who had been through a similar experience. I was relieved to
find out that my reactions were healthy and normal. Until then, I didn’t know that I was going through the
grieving process. The tears, along with the questioning, the heart-to-heart talks with my family and friends,
and the memorial service to say goodbye to our baby all helped me to heal.
A loss is a loss. Just because it is named “miscarriage” doesn’t mean that it’s insignificant. Nothing has
ever affected me so deeply. Now, however, my grief work is over. Though the profound sorrow I felt has
since subsided, I realize that I’ll never completely “get over” him. There are still times that I long to hold our
son, to watch him grow, to love him.
It’s springtime as I write this, the lilacs will soon be blooming on the bush we planted in his memory. I’ll
very carefully cut off some of the blossoms, capture their fragrance, and bitter sweetly remember him. I
know I’ll never forget.
(Lovingly borrowed from Bereaved Parents of Springfield, IL, Dec 2018, by Sara Winslow, Reprinted from
Bereavement Magazine)
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Balloon Release in our
Children(s) Memory
St. Peters Group

April 4, 2019
Contact:
Mike & Jeanne Francisco
636.947.9403

The 2019 “SPIRIT OF
LOVE”
NATIONAL GATHERING
CONFERENCE
August 2-4, 2019
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The Sheraton Clayton Plaza
Hotel in St. Louis, MO

ANNUAL
FUNDRAISER

LOCATION
Knights of Columbus Cottleville
5701 Hwy N
St. Charles, MO 63304
CONTACTS
Terre 314.393.5713
Courtney 314.440.7751
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Excerpt from: https://whatsyourgrief.com/grief-and-easter/

For me, Easter isn’t the first holiday that jumps to mind when discussing how hard grief can be on holidays

or special days. Yet, crawling out of winter – filled with dark and cold – into Easter and spring – filled with
bunnies and baskets and pink – can be pretty jarring. The “most difficult holidays” are different for each of

us and are dependent on our traditions, meanings, and memories. Easter can be a tough one, especially with
all the talk of spring, rebirth, and new life. Others may be excited and you may be . . . well, not excited.

So what can you do, other than crawl under the covers and hide? For all special days, there are two things
we try to do every time – plan and find ways to remember. Sounds easy enough, right? Well, it may

actually take a bit of work. But it will hopefully make the day a little more bearable if you spend the time to
get ready for it.

Let’s start with remembering. The idea of remembering may seem painful, but sharing happy memories can
actually fill a tiny bit of that empty space left by those we have lost. Consider ways you can share memories
together. You can go around the table, put out photos or scrapbooks, or do whatever else feels right. Not

sure? One idea we love for Easter is to create a “remembering basket”. This is easy, great for kids and adults
alike, and you probably already have all the supplies!

What you need:
a basket
plastic Easter eggs
paper
markers
stickers or other decorations (optional)

What you do:
Set up a small table with all the items. Throughout the day encourage everyone who is comfortable to write
down a memory, something they miss about the person or anything else on a piece of paper and place in an
egg. At an appropriate time, open the eggs and share all the memories. Some people may not want their

memories shared or added to the basket. That is fine too. Encourage them to write down a memory, place it
in an egg, and keep it in their own Easter basket (or purse, whatever). Keep in mind with activities like this
that you never want to push people to do something they aren’t comfortable with.
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Many BPA members have
attended the Weavings retreat.
It fills up quickly but they do
manage a wait list.
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SIX COMMON THOUGHTS WHILE GRIEVING
By: Victor M. Parachin

Though every grief experience is an individual one, there are some universal threads. Here are six common
thoughts experienced during a time of grief and explanations why these thoughts occur. Be aware that these
thoughts, feelings, emotions are normal during bereavement. It can be consoling to know this and to know
also that they ease with time and with grief work. As weeks and months pass, the intensity of the loss eases.
1. I’m exhausted. There’s no doubt that grieving is physically and emotionally exhausting. This is
compounded by the fact that sleep and appetite are greatly disturbed and off balance. Also adding to the
exhaustion are the anxiety and stress associated with the loss of a loved one. Exhaustion is to be expected as a
by product of grief. Remedy this by being proactive in preparing nutritious meals, engaging in physical
exercise and getting the rest your body needs.
2. I think I’m going crazy. The feelings of grief are confusing and conflicting. One moment you’re
up, the next you’re down. One day you feel hopeful, the next you’re pessimistic and despairing. There may
be feelings of relief, guilt, regret, anger, etc. This is part of the grieving process which many people
experience. These will all pass as you work with your grief.
3. Where are my friends? Grief creates relationship shifts. Some people just can’t handle it and stay
away. Others don’t know what to say or do, so they don’t do anything. While some old friends may remain,
many grievers discover that new friends emerge.
4. Where’s God in all of this? Grief often becomes a profound religious issue raising these kinds of
spiritual questions: Why did this happen? Is there a higher purpose to this death? How do I rebuild faith and
trust? When this happens, it is worthwhile speaking to a spiritual leader about the questions. When you
speak with him or her, be honest about your feelings. If your faith has been shattered, say so. If your faith has
been deeply challenged, say so. By reflecting honestly about what’s going on with you spiritually, you will
create space for the pain of loss to become a time when there is new exploration about faith.
5. This isn’t just strange, it’s bizarre. An odd event sometimes described as “imagery” or “longing”
shows up shortly after a death. The phone rings and a griever answers thinking it’s their loved one or while
walking through a shopping mall, a griever sees someone ahead who looks just like their deceased loved one.
Though these occurrences may feel odd and even bizarre, they’re actually quite common.
6. Do I need help? This is a question which many grievers entertain because they erroneously feel
they’re not handling grief properly. The truth is that most people do just fine with their grieving emerging
mentally and emotionally intact. Very few need additional help from a psychologist or grief counselor.
However, there are times when professional assistance is helpful. Rabbi Earl Grollman, a bereavement
authority and author of several grief books says “there are dangers in prolonged depression and loneliness”
and says it is time to seek professional intervention when:







you feel continually hostile toward people you once cared about
you are uninterested in anything and everyone
your health is suffering markedly
you are relying more and more on drugs and/or alcohol
you avoid all social activities, wishing to be alone most of the time
you are preoccupied with thoughts of suicide

“It is important to express your feelings with someone trained in grief counseling. Seeking professional help
is not a sign of weakness, but a courageous resolve to take charge of yourself,” he says.
Lovingly lifted from HOPE for bereaved, October 2017 Newsletter
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The Wound Time Won’t Heal
Written by Maria Kubitz on Sunday, February 10, 2019

T
IS IT EASING?
I heard your name today and my
heart did not skip a beat, nor was my
mind flooded with the emotion of
losing you.
I heard your name today and it did
not bring back the terrible hurt feelings of when you first left me.
I heard your name today with a
calmness that surprised me. Many
another child carries your name, and
it had been torture hearing it and
seeing the smiling faces on those
little girls.
But today I knew - I found out what others in my footsteps found
out and tried to tell me. The hurt
will ease; but the memories, the
love, the good times will never go
away.
Phoebe C. Redman,
TCF Bradenton, FL
Lovingly lifted from TCF, Aug/Sep 2017
Newsletter

ime heals all wounds. We’ve all heard it.

Sounds incredibly hopeful for someone who’s drowning
in grief. Except when time doesn’t heal your wound.

NOT ENOUGH TIME.
It’s been years since my 4-year-old daughter,
Margareta, died. She died exactly 29 days after her
fourth birthday. That means we had 1,489 glorious days
to spend with her — the only daughter in a family full of
boys.
One of my grandmothers died at the age of 98. My
other grandmother is well into her 90s. Based on those
genes, I can probably expect to live until close to a
century old. If that is true, Margareta will have been
alive for about 4% of my life.
4%. 0.04. A small fraction by most measurements. A
blip in my overall life. Except that she’s anything but.
She has been gone more than twice as long as she
lived. The small details of her life are already being lost
to time. And yet I still think of her every day, multiple
times a day. This isn’t a bad thing. Every time I think of
her is an opportunity to celebrate the love between us.
But lying just under the surface of my day-to-day life is
the endless pain that surrounds the memories of my
daughter. Anything can trigger it. My chest tightens. My
breathing pauses. The tears begin to well up behind my
eyes.
I find myself suspended in a bubble of torment while the
world goes on around me — not caring that my daughter is dead and that I have to live in that reality for the
rest of my life.

Continued on page 11
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The Wound Time Won’t Heal...continued from page 10
The clerk ringing her up paid little notice.
“He was so beautiful,” she said with pride. Then her tone changed. “He died when he was a baby.”
The clerk looked bewildered; said nothing and continued ringing her up.
My friend tried to comfort her by acknowledging her son and her loss. But
the woman was lost in the simultaneous love and grief she had for her
child who was only in her life for such a short time well over half a century
ago.
I can see myself in that woman. Forever juggling the overwhelming love
of her precious child with the crushing pain of having lost him so long ago.
I can feel her despair; the need to tell complete strangers that he existed.
That he mattered.

CAN TIME REALLY HEAL ALL WOUNDS?
No. Not this wound. Not in this lifetime.
But really, it’s okay. It doesn’t have to relegate us to a lifetime of
depression and despair.
This wound that won’t heal can transform itself into a continual reminder that this life of ours should
be lived. Not just in a just-get-through-each-day kind of life, but a life that recognizes the gift that
each day brings…because we know all too well that the next is never guaranteed.
With dedication and intention, we can turn a wound that remains open into fertile ground. From that
fertile ground grows new meaning for our life. The warmth and depth of our love is the brilliant sun
that shines down on our fertile ground. The tears we shed is the rain that helps our garden grow.
We grow resilience. We grow compassion. We grow purpose.
We grow.
We grow for our children who didn’t get to.

Maria Kubitz lost her four year old daughter in a drowning accident
in 2009. In her grief journey, Maria continually tries to find ways to
learn from the pain, and maintain a loving, healthy environment for
her four other children.
https://www.opentohope.com/the-wound-time-wont-heal/
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A THIRTY DOLLAR PUMP
By Richard Berman, BP/ USA Baltimore, Lovingly lifted from the Coeur d’ Alene
July 2018 Newsletter
The other day I went to buy an air pump for my bicycle. I didn’t need
anything more than a basic pump and figured it should cost about
fifteen bucks.
There’s no Walmart or the like near
me so I went to the local bicycle
shop with their $2500 bikes and high
tech riding gear. The owner of the
store showed me pumps with
wonderful features and prices to
match.
He was a good salesman, however,
and sized me up as a, well..., a
cheapskate and to avoid losing a
sale completely, pulled a $30 pump
off the shelf. He showed me its two features: a built in gauge, and an
interchangeable nozzle. Then he looked me in the eye and said,
“You deserve a $30 pump.”
He was right. I bought it and wasn’t sorry when I put it to use. That
got me to thinking.
After our son died I found happiness too rich for my taste. The overwhelming sadness that engulfed me left no room for even a
moderately gleeful moment. I felt that I didn’t deserve to be happy.
What right did I have to smile or laugh while my son lay buried in his
grave and I hadn’t found a way to save him?
Slowly the omnipresent melancholy lifted. I began to sense that
remaining sad forever served no one and no purpose. I had a life to
live. Family and friends were entitled to someone better than the
doleful zombie I’d become. Those who had walked this path before
me, my BP/USA support group, showed me the light. They helped
me understand “I deserved to be happy.”
Although this lesson took somewhat longer to sink in than that
learned by my $30 purchase, when it did and I put it to use, I knew
they were right.

The death of a
child is so
painful, both
emotionally and
spiritually, that
I truly
wondered if my
own heart and
spirit would
ever heal. I
soon learned
that I could
help myself
best by helping
others.
BARBARA BUSH

If you are still mired down in intense sadness, especially if you are a
dad beating yourself up over not preventing this awful tragedy that
has happened to your family, take heart. The time is coming when
you will want to be happy again.
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TELEPHONE FRIENDS
BPUSA ST. LOUIS INTERIM CHAPTER CHAIR:
Mike Francisco Phone / Text 636.947.9403
email: mikejeanf@hotmail.com

Accident,
Automobile

Theresa DeMarco 636-544-3478

Accident, NonVehicular

Bill Lagemann

573-242-3632

Adult Sibling

Samantha
Schaefer

636-293-1099

Drugs/ Alcohol

Mary Ann
Lemonds

314-330-7586

Grandparents

Newsletter Submissions
Cut-off date for our next issue is
April 15, 2019
Send your submissions to:
Newsletter
PO Box 1115
St. Peters, MO 63376
bpusastl@gmail.com

or to :

snowwhite6591@gmail.com
If sending payment make checks
payable to BPUSAStL.

TBD

Child with Disability Linda Frohning

314-541-3419

Illness, Short Term

Marilyn Kister

636-634-6019

Jefferson City

Sandy Brungardt

314-954-2410

Murder

Butch Hartmann

314-487-8989

Only Child /
Single Parent

Donna Arnold

314-608-3655

Suicide

Linda Fehrmann

314-853-7325

Six issues per year. $30 Thank you!!

As always, for up-to-date information
on BPUSAStL events visit
www.bpusastl.org

OUR COMMITMENT
Part of BPUSAStL’s commitment to you is that
we are the space where our parents and
families communicate. Printed in your newsletter are articles to educate and ones that are
private expressions of writers. We offer our
writings only for your reflection. Sometimes
serving nature or establishing routines signal
solace to the writer. Often they turn to religion
or spirituality for comfort and guidance.
BPUSAStL share these insights not only for your
contemplation but also to acknowledge our
community’s many and rich sources for
strength and hope.

Please ensure we have
your correct
mailing address.
Otherwise, newsletters
are returned as
undeliverable.
Thank you in Advance!
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Our doors are open for you.
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BUSINESS / FACILITATORS MEETINGS

ALL MEMBERS ARE WELCOME!
CONTACT: Mike Francisco
636.947.9403

GROUP MEETINGS
St. Peters / St. Charles,
MO

MEETING LOCATION
Knights of Columbus Hall
5701 Hwy N
St. Charles, MO 63304

LOCATION
BJC Hospital St. Peters
10 Hospital Drive
Room A/B
St. Peter, MO 63376
FACILITATOR(S)

Mike & Jeanne Francisco
636.947.9403

St. Peters / St. Charles, Same as above
MO—Siblings Facilitator

Samantha Schaefer
636.293.1099

West County, MO

Jacque Glaeser 636.394.3122
jlynn63021@yahoo.com
Co-Facilitator: Kim Wiese
314.956.3047

Shaare Emeth
11645 Ladue (Ballas & Ladue)
St. Louis, MO 63141

DATE

TIME

Contact Mike
9:00 AM
Francisco as dates
vary depending upon
unforeseen events
DAY

TIME

1st Thursday

7:00pm

Same as above

7:00pm

4th Tuesday

7:00pm

Representation in Lieu of Meetings

Contact

Phone

Bowling Green
Tri-County
Troy, MO
OPEN ARMS Parents Left Behind

Bill & Vicki Lagemann
Brenda Wilson
Cindy Morris
Kathy Dunn
(kathydunn333@yahoo.com)

573.242.3632
573.438.4559
314.954.1810
314.807.5798

SPECIALIZED
MEETINGS

MEETING LOCATION

FACILITATOR(S) / CONTACT

GRASP: Grief Relief
After Substance
Passing

Concordia Lutheran Church
505 S. Kirkwood Road
Kirkwood, MO 63122

Mary Ann Lemonds
314.330.7586
grasp.stl@gmail.com

Life Crisis Center
Survivors of Suicide

9355 Olive Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63132

DAY

TIME

Sundays

5:00 pm

314.647.3100

Wednesdays

7:00 pm

PALS: Parents
St. Luke’s Hospital
affected by the loss of (Hwy 141 & 40)
a child to suicide
St. Louis, MO 63017

Linda Fehrmann
314.853.7925

4th Saturday

10:30 am

Parents of Murdered
Children

St. Alexius Hospital
3933 S. Broadway
St. Louis, MO 63118

Butch Hartmann
314.487.8989

3rd Tuesday

7:30 pm

Survivors of Suicide

Baue Funeral Home-Comm Cntr
608 Jefferson Street
St. Charles, MO 63301

Linda Fehrmann
314.853.7925

1st & 3rd Monday

6:30 pm
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Children of BPUSAStL’s

Active Board Members, Facilitators
Joseph DeMarco
Emily Gerner

Ryan Arnold

Arthur Gerner
Son of
Donna Arnold
Candlelight Coordinator

Son & Granddaughter of
Margaret Gerner
Founder of BPUSAStL

Son of
Theresa DeMarco
Treasurer

Natalie Frohning

Daughter of
Linda Frohning

Son of
Chuck Digney
Julie Bardle

Mickey Hale

Jennifer Francisco

Daughter of Jeanne
& Mike
Francisco
St. Peters Group
Facilitators
Interim Chapter Chair

Shamus Digney

Kellie Gregory

Son of
Jacque Glaeser
W. County Group
Facilitator &
Secretary

Daughter of
Cary Gregory

Daughter of
Marilyn Kister
Newsletter
Editor
Matthew Wiese

Danny Brauch

Donnie Lagemann

Rosie Umhoefer
Jeff Ryan

Son of Bill &
Vicki Lagemann

Son of Pat Ryan

Brother of
Samantha
Schaefer
St. Peters Group

Daughter of
Rosann Umhoefer

Son of Kim Wiese
W. County Group
Co-Facilitator

If you wish to make a love donation - IN ANY AMOUNT - We will include a picture of your child(ren)
(See page 4)
NAME________________________________________________________________PHONE___________________
ADDRESS___________________________________________________________CITY________________________
STATE ________ ZIP ___________ NAME OF CHILD(REN)________________________________________________
BIRTH DATE(S) ___________________ ANGEL DATE(S)__________________________________________________
I WOULD LIKE A LOVE GIFT DEDICATED TO MY CHILD(REN) IN THE MONTH OF: ______________________________
I WOULD LIKE TO DONATE $______________ IN LOVING MEMORY OF _____________________________________ 15
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ST. LOUIS CHAPTER
BEREAVED PARENTS U.S.A.
P.O. Box 1115
St. Peters, MO 63376
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED
POSTMASTER: Dated Material
Contained within...please do not delay!

If you have moved, please notify us of your new address

so you will continue to receive this publication!

WELCOME
We are the parents whose children have died. We are the siblings whose brothers and sisters no
longer walk with us through life. We are the grandparents who have buried grandchildren.
We come together as Bereaved Parents of the USA to provide a safe space where grieving
families can connect, share our stories, and learn to rebuild our lives. We attend meetings
whenever we can and for as long as we find helpful. We share our fears, confusion, anger, guilt,
frustrations, emptiness, and feelings of hopelessness, knowing these emotions will be met with
compassion and understanding. As we support, comfort and encourage one another, we offer
hope and healing. As we confront the deaths of our loved ones, our shared grief brings us to a
common ground that transcends differences, building mutual understanding across the
boundaries of culture, race, faith, values, abilities, and lifestyle. Together we celebrate the lives
of our children, siblings, and grandchildren, sharing the joys and the heartbreaks as well as the
love that will never fade. Together, strengthened by the bonds we create, we offer what we have
learned from one another to every bereaved family, no matter how recent or long ago the death.
We are the Bereaved Parents of the USA.
We welcome you
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